nashi youth movement wikipedia - the leader of the former movement walking together yakemenko said in 2005 that the goal of the new movement nashi was to put an end to the anti fatherland union of oligarchs anti semites nazis and liberals several moscow newspapers suggested the goal of the group is actually a bit more specific to eventually replace the party of power united russia, putin s purge of the rothschild money changers real jew news - 57 comments ian wilson june 2 2008 5 12 pm i too am greatly for putin the american seer christian and simple servant of the lord edgar cayce if readers will heed the dictum of the lord those that can hear let them hear said in a trance that out of russia comes the hope of the world, oil carrots and sticks russia s energy resources as a - putin gradually increased the pressure on belarus to pay somewhat fairer prices for its energy although the country is still subsidized as seen in table 1 below russia increased prices for its allies such as belarus and armenia but raised prices for more hostile states such as ukraine georgia and moldova by far more thus a price scissors was created which allows moscow to, nwo zion rockefeller rothschild soros et al - beginning in 1976 saudi intelligence chief prince turki al faisal and saudi ambassador bandar bin sultan have had an important and crucial relationship with cia officers as richard helms ted shackley george h w bush and frank carlucci turki has been caught running and financing terrorist networks bandar bush through his wife was tied to some of the 9 11 hijackers, the times the sunday times - news and opinion from the times the sunday times